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complained of considerable pain, he suggested 
amputation of the right leg if the patient 
wished it. The general consensus of opinion 
at t,he consultatinn was against amputation, 
and the patient left the hospital without any 
operation being pe~i‘onned. 

fIDebica1 matters. --- 
, A CASE OF ELEPHANTIASIS. 

By the kind permission of 
the editor of the St. ]jn7.t71010- 
nlew’s fIospital J o ~ ~ , . ) 1 ~ l  me are 
able to publish the acconipany- 
ing illustration of a case of A TOXIC THEORY OF PAIN. 
elephantiasis of both legs. The The Bpiiish illedical Joiri*nal. in a recent 
disease, though a very coininon issue published the following interesting criti- 
one in some tropical countries, cism of a theory as to the toxic origin of pain 
is rarely seen by nurses in thi3 advanced by Mdlle. Joteylro in the Remc? 
country. In the present ia- G6izhmle des Sciences : -Pain is one of those 

stance the patient was a woman, Et. GO, who inscrutable facts in Nature which, in many 
for several years had suffered from osteo- respects, pass liuman coniprehension. It is 
arthritis of the hands and knees, the inter- easy to understand horn pain often serves a 
- phalangeal joints being considerably deformed. beneficent purpose in disease, but the necessity 

-- 

$‘our years 
ago her feet 
and legs be- 
gan to swell. 
This smell- 
ing has pro- 
,gressed up 
to the pre- 
sent time, 
and for the 
last three 
years she has 
been unable 
to stand. She 
cannot ex- 
t e n d  h e r  
k n e e s  be-  
yond a right 
angle. 

The de- 
fo.rmity is 
shown in the 
accompany- 
ing photo- 
graph. The 
affected parts 

A CASE OF ELEPHANTIASIS. 

are soft; but do not fluctuate or pit on pres- 
sure. There is considerable tenderness, which 
is most marked in the right leg. No cause of 
obstruction in the thighs or pelvis could be 
found. .The superficial lesion of the abdoniinal 
mall mere not enlarged. The patient had never 
been abroad. 

Mr. Eccles, who shbwed the caee at a surgical 
consultation at  St. Bartbolomew’s Hospital, 
remarked on the combination of osteo-arthritis 
and elephantiasis in the same patient, suggest,- 
ing that both conditions were due to trophic 
nerve origin. He said that there was no 
evidence of obstruction to the lymphatic 
flow. He also mentioned there was no specific: 
treatment for the condition, but as the patient 

the idiosyncrasy of the ind 

for its exisi- 
ence as a 
phy si olo gi- 
cal manifes- 
tation is un- 
revealed and 
invests it 
with an un- 
solved niys- 
tery. It pre- 
sents itself 
in many va- 
rieties and 
under a be- 
w i 1 d eri  11 g 
diversity oi  
circumatan- 
ces, but in 
intensity it 
is controlled 
by the cause 
producingit, 
the circum- 
stances in 
which i t  
occurs, and 
idual. The 

anguish df an&a pectoris is not capable 
of expression in  the same terms as the stab- 
bing pain of pneumonia, nor is it possible 
to compare the acute suffering . of migraipe 
with the dull postural headache of antemm. 
Under circumstances of excitement the most 
intense pain may pass unperceived, whereas in 
conditions of en€eebled health discomfort, even 
of minor degree, becomes exaggerated and often 
unbearable. To the individual pain is a vary- 
ing,qusiitity ; by one person i t  is borne with 
fortitude and resignation, to another it is a 
distracting influence which completely upsets 
the equilibrium of health. Ease and luxury 
are ipimical to physical powers of resist- 
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